Improved transport apparatus for examining diffusion of drugs across isolated tissues and synthetic membranes.
A three-compartment diffusion apparatus that can accommodate synthetic as well as small isolated biological membranes such as rat intestine was developed and tested. The diffusion of drug from two outer donor cells into a central recipient cell allows for more membrane surface exposure and greater sensitivity in assaying as compared with previously published techniques. Reproducibility values for the synthetic membrane were equivalent to those obtained in more elaborate designs, while the reproducibility for biological membranes compared favorably with everted gut preparations and a similar diffusion apparatus. The clearance, per square centimeter of membrane, of salicylamide at pH 7.4 and 37 degrees was 0.288 ml/hr/cm2, which agreed with previous literature reports of different techniques. Although the diffusion through a synthetic membrane was more rapid, introduction of a nonionic surfactant enhanced the biological perfusion rate while having no significant effect on the synthetic barrier. The enhancement of the diffusion rate effected by 0.1 and 0.01% (w/v) surfactant was about twofold, rapid in onset, and not progressive, giving clearance values per square centimeter of 0.606 and 0.537 ml/hr/cm2, respectively.